APRIL 20
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT SYMPOSIUM
Celebrate what students are doing to improve our community and world.
SCHEDULE

11:30AM  Keynote Speaker
         Wildcat Theater

12:30PM  Project Presentations
         Fireplace Lounge

1:20PM   Closing Remarks
         Fireplace Lounge

KEYNOTE

PAM S. PERLICH

Pamela Perlich, Ph.D. is Director of Demographic Research at the Kem C. Gardner Policy Institute at the University of Utah where she leads the newly formed DemographyUTAH Team. In this role, she and her team are responsible for developing and producing population estimates and projections, neighborhood indicators, and demographic analyses focusing on Utah.

PRESENTERS

Adjusting to Life in the USA
Dallin Leifson

Alan Brooks Crossroads program
Jared Brooks

Boy Scouts of America
Victor Hernandez

Breaking the English Language Barrier
Joel Ross

Bridging the Gap
Tyson Bryant

COMM 4990 Senior Seminar
Krystin Kubo, Alexis Marquez, Kyle Duncan, Lissa Quinlan, Natalie Barcelo, Amy Olson, Adrienne Child, Dakoda Anderson, Nathan Cragun, Chase Van Orden, Robert Stewart, Christina Huerta, Lauren Housekeeper, Jeff Herbert, Sarah Knowlton, Gatete Ujifusa, Morgan Davenport, Brianna Edwards, Nick Garett, Rod Peterson

Digital Presentation
Gleiser Alexander Escarate

An Empty Heart Takes So Little to Fill
David Stewart
An Examination of CCEL Engaged Leader Learning Outcomes
Lauren Homer

Eye Health in the Hispanic Community
Jesse Clayburn

Financial Understanding for our Hispanic Community
Lauren Mecham

Hispanic Political Encouragement
John Ropp

Impacting the Future
Joslyn Hilton

Increasing Literacy with Head Start
Kyla Peterson-Cannon

Interpreting Culture
Bryson Roundy

Latino Smiles
Karla Diaz, Emily Borgstrom, Soraya Luna, Jesse Wilson, Cristina Milian

Latinos in Action
Justin Turner

Latinos Leg-Up
Levi Musselman

Making a Difference One Tooth at a Time
Kyler Reed Campbell

Medical Spanish Interpreting
Matthew Jackson

Ogden Teddy Bear Den
Scott Morris

Perception of K–12 Mission Fulfillment
Hayley Tomney

Praise the Effort Not the Grade
Kate Barker, Haley Goodman, Cayla Lynch Maria Huerta, Tania Marmolejo, Brandon Bartlett, Oscar Vasquez

Promoting Safety in the Community
Paula Ninataype

Roosevelt Raptors Worldwide
Bradley Jacobson

Santa Lucia Water Development
Alysha Platt, Sydnee Maltby, Parker Neeley, John Stevens, Justin Hahn

Service for One in Need
Braden Statford

South Ogden City V.O.I.C.E.S. Survey
Ailey Irvine

Spanish as a Second Language
Samuel Burton

The Teddy Bear Den
Courtney Hansen, John Barker

Venture Program
Christopher D. Valdez

Well Being & Therapy in the Community
Tyson Craven

WSU Continuing Education Needs at the Farmington Station Campus
Madelaine Tesori

WSU Prep Summer Program
Kyle Seljaas

PROJECT PERU

International CEL Project
Chase Bastian, Katie Beecher, Monica Steen, Myralynne Benally, Elisha Wallingford

International Humanitarian Aid
Barrett Bonella, Mark Merkley, Giovanna Bonella

Juan Mejia Baca Partnership
Chris Allison, Leann Lyons, Giovanna Bonella

Preschool Reconstruction
Kylie Christensen, Mckenzi Kendall, Bruce Kelly, Christyna Cummings, Nathan Mickleson

Santa Lucia Water Development
Alysha Platt, Sydnee Maltby, Parker Neeley, John Stevens, Justin Hahn